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The Batsford Book Of Chess For Children
The Scheveningen is one of the most highly regarded chess openings, featuring
extensively in the games of Gary Kasparov and Aleksander Nikitin. All the major
lines are covered in some depth, with plenty of suggestions for future areas of
experimentation. Gary Kasparov is the current World Chess Champion and is the
author of Batsford Chess Openings and Fighting Chess: Games and Career.
The Batsford Book of Chess is a landmark, full-colour chess instruction book,
authoritatively written and beautifully designed. Arranged in the form of a course,
it will take you all the way from tentative beginner to formidable chess player.
'Quick Start' reference pages help you retain the information you've learned, and
puzzle sections let you test yourself as you go. To illustrate more advanced
strategy and tactics, the author uses world-class 'chess heroes' such as Bobby
Fischer and Mikhail Tal to bring the concepts to life.Essential topics include:
Pieces and Moves: the very basics, covering the chessboard, notation, the
names of the pieces and how they move, plus an overview of chess etiquette
What Chess is All About: an exploration of chess culture and history Winning,
Drawing and Losing: Covers the various ways of winning at chess, and how
games are drawn Six Openings for Life: Coverage of six of the best chess
openings, each illustrated by a different 'chess hero' Tactical Weapons: An
examination of forks, pins, skewers and other tactical devices, followed by
illustrative games from Tactical Hero Mikhail Tal Positional Play: Looks at good
and bad positions, plus the art of planning, seen through the games of Positional
Hero Tigran Petrosian Human Factors: Typical mistakes and blunders you'll need
to steer clear ofEasy to follow, yet more thorough and more challenging than
other chess instruction books on the market, this book is an essential companion
for all budding chess champions.
Chess is experiencing a new wave of popularity in schools, and it's educational
too. Organisations like Chess in Schools are promoting it as the perfect way to
develop analytical thinking skills, foster the competitive instinct – and provide a lot
of fun along the way. This cute, character-based book, aimed at children aged 7
and up, is a complete guide to chess for those starting out in the game. In
straightforward, animated language, Jess and Jamie – two rough-and-tumble kids
who are obsessed with chess – explain everything you need to know, from first
sitting down at the board to sneaky tricks to help you beat your opponents. The
book explains who the pieces are and how they move (and that we're talking
about pawns, not prawns), how to reach checkmate (or, in Jess's words, 'how to
kill the king'), and the concept of the opening, middlegame and endgame. It also
introduces the idea of chess etiquette - and explains why: sometimes no one
wins and a game ends in stalemate. Friendlier and more fun than the average
children's chess book, The Batsford Book of Chess for Children should become
an essential addition to any child's bookshelf.
Every chess player has an intriguing array of tactics to choose from, and this
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comprehensive manual describes, analyzes, and teaches the best of them so
beginners can understand the possibilities. Through progressively more difficult
exercises and problems, novices will see how to deploy a variety of tactics for
attack and how to defend against each type successfully. The result: a
significantly better game.
Schach mit neuem Schwung, die deutsche Übersetzung der vierten und
vollständig überarbeiteten Ausgabe von Silmans legendärem "How to Reassess
Your Chess", ist ein moderner Klassiker, in dem Silman sein bahnbrechendes
Konzept der Ungleichgewichte auf eine ganz neue Stufe hebt. Das Buch wendet
sich an Spieler mit einer Wertungszahl zwischen 1400 und 2100 und an Trainer,
die einen sofort anwendbaren Schachkurs suchen. In diesem Buch nimmt der
Autor den Leser auf eine Reise mit, die das Denken erweitert, die Grundlagen
der Ungleichgewichte erklärt, dafür sorgt, dass jedes Detail der Ungleichgewichte
verstanden wird und gibt dem Spieler/Schachliebhaber dadurch etwas, von dem
er stets geträumt hat, aber immer für unerreichbar hielt: ein positionelles
Grundverständnis auf Meisterniveau. Ein Abschnitt über praktische
Schachpsychologie (mit dem Titel ‘Psychologische Streifzüge’) präsentiert nie
zuvor veröffentlichte Ideen über psychologische Prozesse, die Spieler aller
Spielstärken an der Entfaltung hindern und verrät leicht umsetzbare Tipps und
Techniken, die jedem helfen, diese weit verbreiteten geistigen/psychologischen
Schwächen zu überwinden. Hunderte von Partien, die durch anschauliche
Erklärungen lebendig werden, und Geschichten, die humorvoll und lehrreich sind,
erläutern die Themen des Buches auf persönliche und unterhaltsame Weise.
Wenn Ihnen die positionellen Meisterwerke der Schachlegenden immer
unverständlich geblieben sind und Schachstrategie für Sie stets ein Buch mit
sieben Siegeln war und Sie glauben, im Positionsspiel ein Bauer und kein
Meister zu sein, dann kann Schach mit neuem Schwung Ihr Leben ändern.
Wie trainiert man sein Positionsgefühl? Woran erkennt man typische Stellungen
und die dazugehörigen Pläne? Selten war ein anspruchsvolles Lehrwerk so nahe
an der Praxis. - Die Schachschule des Trainerteams Dworetski/Jussupow gilt
vielen Schachfreunden als die weltweit beste.
Batsford’s Chess Bible is a landmark, full-colour chess instruction book, ideal for
both beginners and more experienced players wanting to improve their game.
The book takes the form of a course, with quick-start guides to help to retain the
information you’ve learned and puzzle sections for you to test yourself as you
go. To illustrate more advanced strategy and tactics, author Sean Marsh uses
world-class chess ‘heroes’, such as Anatoly Karpov and Mikhail Tal, to bring the
concepts to life. Essential topics include: Pieces and Moves: the very basics,
covering the chessboard, notation, the names of the pieces and how they move,
plus an overview of chess etiquette What Chess is All About: an exploration of
chess culture and history Winning, Drawing and Losing: Covers the various ways
of winning at chess, and how games are drawn Six Openings for Life: Coverage
of six of the best chess openings, each illustrated by a different 'chess hero'
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Tactical Weapons: An examination of forks, pins, skewers and other tactical
devices, followed by illustrative games from Tactical Hero Mikhail Tal Positional
Play: Looks at good and bad positions, plus the art of planning, seen through the
games of Positional Hero Tigran Petrosian Human Factors: Typical mistakes and
blunders to avoid Easy to follow, yet thorough and challenging, this book is an
essential companion for all budding chess champions.
This book deals exclusively with the gambit play, openings where one side or
another gives up a pawn or more for speedy development, open lines and
attacking chances. Play generally proceeds on sharply since inevitably the player
who has sacrificed material must maintain the initiative or else the extra material
will soon count against him. Illustrative games are used to demonstrate each of
the moves in turn.
The Batsford Book of Chess is a landmark, full-colour chess instruction book, authoritatively
written and beautifully designed. Arranged in the form of a course, it will take you all the way
from tentative beginner to formidable chess player. 'Quick Start' reference pages help you
retain the information you've learned, and puzzle sections let you test yourself as you go. To
illustrate more advanced strategy and tactics, the author uses world-class 'chess heroes' such
as Bobby Fischer and Mikhail Tal to bring the concepts to life. Essential topics include: •
Pieces and Moves: the very basics, covering the chessboard, notation, the names of the
pieces and how they move, plus an overview of chess etiquette • What Chess is All About: an
exploration of chess culture and history • Winning, Drawing and Losing: Covers the various
ways of winning at chess, and how games are drawn • Six Openings for Life: Coverage of six
of the best chess openings, each illustrated by a different 'chess hero' • Tactical Weapons: An
examination of forks, pins, skewers and other tactical devices, followed by illustrative games
from Tactical Hero Mikhail Tal • Positional Play: Looks at good and bad positions, plus the art
of planning, seen through the games of Positional Hero Tigran Petrosian • Human Factors:
Typical mistakes and blunders you'll need to steer clear of Easy to follow, yet more thorough
and more challenging than other chess instruction books on the market, this book is an
essential companion for all budding chess champions.
Chess is experiencing a new wave of popularity in schools, and it's educational too.
Organisations like Chess in Schools are promoting it as the perfect way to develop analytical
thinking skills, foster the competitive instinct – and provide a lot of fun along the way. This cute,
character-based book, aimed at children aged 7 and up, is a complete guide to chess for those
starting out in the game. In straightforward, animated language, Jess and Jamie – two roughand-tumble kids who are obsessed with chess – explain everything you need to know, from
first sitting down at the board to sneaky tricks to help you beat your opponents. The book
explains who the pieces are and how they move (and that we're talking about pawns, not
prawns), how to reach checkmate (or, in Jess's words, 'how to kill the king'), and the concept of
the opening, middlegame and endgame. It also introduces the idea of chess etiquette - and
explains why sometimes no one wins and a game ends in stalemate. Friendlier and more fun
than the average children's chess book, The Batsford Book of Chess for Children should
become an essential addition to any child's bookshelf.
Sabrina Chevannes is a Women's International chess Master and world-renowned chess
coach. She is the managing director of the London Academy of Chess and Education and the
author of an instructional DVD series. She still plays chess at a top level, including playing for
England's national team.
The endgame is the final phase of a game of chess, in which very little material is left on the
board and the weaknesses forced earlier in the game can be exploited. Theory, while not
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changing as rapidly as in the openings, is no less important, and many games are won or lost
because one player knew the winning plan and the other didn't.

The classic chess reference book – as seen in Netflix’s The Queen’s Gambit. The
standard reference work on chess openings for more than half a century, earning the
epithet 'the chess player's bible'. Batsford's Modern Chess Openings is the most
comprehensive single-volume work on the openings. Covering every standard line of
play, it provides the distilled essence of contemporary opening theory. This edition is an
indispensable reference work for club and tournament players.International
Grandmaster Nick de Firmian is a three-times US Champion and an expert on opening
theory. He helped develop computer Deeper Blue's opening repertoire in its match
victory over arch-theoretician Gary Kasparov.
A follow up to Chess for Children, this is a very imaginative way of building up your
children's knowledge and interest in chess through a series of fun chess games and
activities. The same two cheeky children, Jess and Jamie, talk though the games in
language that kids would relate to – and this time they are joined by their friends Harry
and Marnie so that group chess games can be explored. The book includes puzzles
and games, some easy 'variants' of chess, and a guess-the-next move section, along
with 'revision' pages to help remind children of the chess basics. All are accompanied
by easy-to-read chess boards and fun illustrations. Chess in schools and clubs is
growing all the time and our author is a leading light in kids chess, teaching at many
London schools, including Dulwich College. The book works well as a companion to the
earlier book, Chess for Children, but also as a standalone activity book. Whether your
child is just beginning to learn chess or already immersed in the subject, this book will
help encourage their interest and love of the subject. A great book for both parents and
teachers. Suitable for children aged 7 and up.
One of the most influential books on chess ever published – now in its third edition. The
Tiger is a vicious beast. He doesn’t care about the aesthetic side of chess. He doesn’t
even care about making the ‘best’ moves. All he cares about is winning. Do you want
to win more games? Then become a Tiger. 'Chess for Tigers' tells you how to make the
most of your playing strength, how to play upon your opponent’s weaknesses, how to
steer the game into a position which suits you and not your opponent, how to get
results against strong opposition and how to avoid silly mistakes. This is a cult classic
that is as relevant to today's generation of chess players as the first edition was.
Regularly voted in the top 10 best chess books of all time, this book should be read by
all chess players, especially beginners who want to win at all costs.
Hast du Lust, deinen Vater oder deine Mutter Schachmatt zu setzen? Garri Kasparow,
der absolute Spitzenspieler, ist dein Trainer und erklärt dir die Schachfiguren. Finde
heraus, wie sich die Figuren bewegen. Die Stärken und Schwächen. Angreifen und
Verteidigen musst du das ganze Spiel hindurch und mit Garris Hilfe geht es bald in das
erste richtige Schachmatch.

A long-overdue book on the records, from the trivial to monumental, set in the
chess world. From the most unfortunate players in chess history to the longest
queen moves, and from the longest tournaments to the record time for thinking
about the next move, everything is included here – this amusing, entertaining,
and often astounding guide is a must for all chess players. The book aims to fill a
gap in chess literature by listing the record holders in numerous aspects of the
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game. It is divided into four sections: Games; People; Tournaments, Matches
and Events; and Around the Black and White Board, giving the chess play of
some amazing chess record moves.
Features puzzles for all skill levels, from tournament to occasional playersFor
nearly fifty years, Leonard Barden has delighted readers of his newspaper
columns with his clever chess puzzles, taken from both the world of chess
composition and practical play. Here he presents the best -- hundreds of brain
teasers designed for all skill levels and categorized for quick reference.
An International Master's guide to the essential positions and strategies in chess.
A great little book of understanding the most important chess positions in the
opening of a game, the middle game and the endgame. It cuts to the chase on
the most useful positions at all those stages. Perfect for players who want to
reach a higher level but don't have time to sit for hours and hours each week in
less productive study. Divided into three sections, it comprises section 1, The 50
Most Important Openings (covering 50 openings), section 2. The 150 Most
important Middle Game Positions and section 3. The 100 Most important
Endgame Positions. For example, the Endgame section has chapters on pawn
endings, knightt endings, etc. The Middle game chapters are arranged by
positional themes. Each numbered position can be seen as a test yourself quiz
(with answers given below the diagrams) to help cement positional
understanding. Since it is advisable to repeat the positions from time to time this
book can be your life-long companion, enabling you to dramatically increase your
positional chess understanding. An essential strategy book by a Swedish
International Master.
The Batsford Book of Chess for Childrenbeginner chess for kidsBatsford
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